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Progress Update

• TODO: Author to add scenario on IPv4-IPv6 inter-working.
  – Dual-stack to IPv4-only using IPv4
  – Dual-stack over IPv4 segment using IPv6
    • 6to4, ISATAP, Teredo
  – IPv4-only to IPv6-only
  – Applications aspects of IPv6 transition

• TODO: Author to clarify security requirements for protection of both data privacy and integrity
Progress Update

• TODO: Does the existing requirements address Messaging order and reliability?
  – Ordering within a single session
  – Protocol provides reliability. If not possible, application is notified

• TODO: Editor to clarify whether we have a requirement to relate a WIDEX session to a single document?
  – A Widex session relates to a single UI Simple or Complex.
Progress Update

• DOTO: Do we have a requirement to provide event ordering? Does this extend beyond single WIDEX session?
  – Event ordering within a single session
  – Synchronization across sessions/modalities done at application level

• TODO: Do we need temporal coordination for multimodal interactions?
  – To be addressed in draft -01
Next Steps

• We appreciate WG comments here and on the mailing list…
• Update the document for taking into account the requirements emerged from W3C REX
• Post revision -01 in one-two weeks after IETF65
• Can we initiate the WG Last Call Procedure for requirements draft -01?